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Nikita Tszyu’s latest Pay-Per-View event is set for a fiery curtain raiser after the two
entourages involved in tonight’s IBF world title eliminator were involved in a heated
exchange during a regulation meeting over gloves -- with suggestions the row almost

became physical.

Fox Sports Australia has been told the two teams for Jerome Pampellone and Malik Zinad —
who will contest the IBF light heavyweight eliminator -- were involved in a fiery verbal stoush
that, ironically, had nothing to do with the gloves being used -- but allegations of disrespect.

It is understood Zinad was presented with three gloves from Pampellone’s team, one of
which had the Kiwi’s name written on them.
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However, despite featuring his rival’s name, Zinad decided he wanted those gloves, much to
the surprise of Pampellone’s camp.

It sparked a tense back and forth which, amid the chaos and profanities, allegedly saw
somebody on a table and Zinad’s brother hurl his set of gloves at Pampellone’s trainer Isaac

Peach.

The exchange, which occurred during a glove meeting inside an Entertainment Quarter
office on Tuesday evening, ensures tonight’s co-main will be an explosive affair between the

two unbeaten fighters.

With tensions between the two camps almost at boiling point, officials have taken drastic
measures to heighten security presence both ringside and in the crowd.

Pampellone, who fights out of New Zealand and is signed to the No Limit stable, is without
loss in 18 fights while Zinad, who hails from Libya, is on a tear of 21 straight wins.

It comes as No Limit CEO George Rose has reminded all fighters that a $20,000 bonus is up
for grabs for KO or performance of the night.

In the main event, Tszyu will be looking to keep his own undefeated record intact against
awkward Italian challenger, Danilo Creati.

KAZZI SHUTS OUT KARA IN DOMINANT DISPLAY

Charlie Kazzi ensured there would be no revenge for Joe Kara as he beat the tough Papau
New Guinean for a second time.

Kazzi earned the unanimous decision victory (50-45 x 2, 49-46) as he impressed at all
ranges.

If anything, the young lightweight contender was perhaps a little guilty of wanting to engage
at short range, which allowed Kara back into the bout.

But Kazzi rarely looked troubled when absorbing Kara’s shots and would answer back with
thunderous combinations, outlanding his rival 179 to 113.

The win improved Kazzi’s record to 5-0 as he continues to progress his career.

DARGAN DOWNS GILLESPIE

Shanell Dargan has earned the fourth victory of her career with a gritty majority decision
over Christine Gillespie.



Dargan won two judges over with scorecards of 58-56, while one judge felt Gillespie had
done enough to earn a draw at 57-57.

It was Dargan who outlanded her rival, with 110 punches to Gillespie’s 99.

Gillespie did her best to pick Dargan apart with some lethal one-two combinations, but
Dargan proved to be too versatile with her shots as he switched up her attacks to the head

and the body.

Watch the undercard from 5:30pm AEST on Fox Sports 503 and Kayo before the main card
begins at 7pm.

Nikita Tszyu (c) v Danilo Creati — for Australian super welterweight title

Jerome Pampellone v Malik Zinad — IBF light heavyweight world title eliminator

Clara Lescurat (c) v Linn Sandstrom — for WBA super flyweight world title

Mateo Tapia v Keiber Gonzalez — for vacant WBO global middleweight title

Benjamin Hussain (c) v Mason Smith — for WBA Oceania super welterweight title

What time is Nikita Tszyu vs. Danilo Creati?
Tszyu vs. Creati takes place on Wednesday, April 24, the day before the Anzac Day public

holiday in Australia.

The first fight of the evening is expected to begin at 5:30pm AEST, before the pay-per-view
portion of the evening begins at 7pm.

While Tszyu and Creati are likely to step into the ring around 10pm, depending on the length
of the earlier bouts.

How to watch Nikita Tszyu vs. Danilo Creati?
The Tszyu vs. Creati fight card will be available live on Fox Sports, Main Event, and Kayo.

Foxtel subscribers can purchase the pay-per-view portion of the night through Main Event,
with Kayo users able to purchase Tszyu vs. Creati through the app.

The Tszyu vs. Biggs fight card will be available live on Fox Sports, Main Event, and Kayo.
Foxtel subscribers can purchase the pay-per-view …

Fox Sports Australia has been told the two teams for Jerome Pampellone and Malik Zinad—
who will contest the IBF light heavyweight …
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